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Welcome
A Chara,
It is with great pleasure that I take this opportunity to welcome all our wonderful young players
and friends back for another year. It is great to see our children progress through the years and
develop both as players and young adults as every year passes. I also would like to extend a
very special welcome to those who may be joining us for the first time at our academy. It is
heart warming to see our smallest children learning to play hurling and Camogie with such
enthusiasm and making lots of new friends as every week passes. The benefits of engaging in
sport extend far beyond the obvious fitness and health benefits. This is especially true during
the adolescent years where physical activity, and the associated network of friends provides an
essential balance during this challenging time for our young adults. They are sure to have many
great days and memories as they continue on their hurling and Camogie journeys through the
years. There are going to be some tough days too for sure, but they will be dealing with these
together as a team!
At Commercials Hurling club your son / daughter will learn all the skills of this wonderful
game in a safe and supportive environment all through fun and games. We regularly organise
trips away to play games for all ages and attend inter county matches which all the kids love,
especially the bus! However its not all just about hurling and we engage in traditional music
sessions with the kids, run self development programs and host lots of fun days and activities
all with the sole intention to making of making memories for our young players.
I would like to take this opportunity as I do every year to thank all of our 44 qualified and
GARDA vetted coaches and mentors who give so much of their time to their teams both on and
off the pitch. We are very lucky to have such a great team behind what we do. I would also like
to especially thank our transition year students who give up every Tuesday evening to come and
coach with Peter at the Academy. They are superb role models for our younger kids and wonderful ambassadors of our club so thanks again! Finally many thanks to Peter our G.P.O. (Games
Promotion Officer) who makes the introduction to this great game such a fun experience for our
children both at the club and in the schools where he attends daily.
We are a relatively small club but with a thriving juvenile section and enjoy healthy numbers
especially at our academy which bodes very well for the future. Despite our small size however, our older teams are playing in the top levels of the Dublin leagues. This is reflected in our
contribution to the Dublin Development squads with 7 hurlers and 4 Camogie players actively
involved between the ages of 13 and 15 when this process starts. This is an impressive indicator of the high standard of coaching within the club.
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As a club we are very lucky to have such wonderful facilities which are always kept in such an
immaculate condition by our grounds committee who work so hard to keep it looking so well. I
am always very proud on days when we are playing at home to present our facilities to visiting
teams. While we are very fortunate to have an indoor training hall for the winter months it is
fair to say that it was not always a pleasant experience for parents who waited in a cold hallway
for an hour on training evenings. In September of this year we opened our upstairs heated
coffee area with a viewing gallery over the hall below and a live video feed of the training
sessions and TV to help make this time more comfortable. There is a great buzz in this space on
a Tuesday evening and I hope it has helped us all as parents to get to know each other a little
better.
The intention of this booklet is to help explain what we do and provide a reference point for
everything you need to know as a parent with children involved in our teams. I do encourage
everyone though to reach out to any of us at any time should you ever have any queries, issues,
suggestions or just need to know more information about the game and its structures. As parents and mentors we are all in this together for the same end goal. That is to make your child’s
time under our care as enjoyable as it can be and to help develop our future generation both as
individuals and players of this wonderful game in as safe an environment as possible.
We always encourage parents to get involved, as in order for the club to keep moving forward
we do need a constant stream of volunteers. Your commitment can be as little or as much as
you want it to be. No hurling experience is even required and in most cases this is the case with
all new mentors. We will fill in all the gaps and provide training if wished. You may wish to get
involved in a team or maybe just help out in the shop every now and again. Please reach out to
anyone if you have any time to spare, I promise you it is an immensely rewarding experience.
In November of last year Commercials was voted the “Best Juvenile Hurling Club” in Dublin for
2016 by Friends of Dublin Hurling. The event was represented by almost every club in Dublin and the Dublin senior hurling and Camogie teams. This is a huge achievement and a well
deserved recognition of all the effort contributed by our committees and team mentors.
Congratulations and a huge thank you!
Finally I would like to thank all of the parents involved for your support and commitment to
attending training and matches. We are very grateful for the opportunity to both know and be a
part of your children(s) development in their early years.
Jon Hughes
(Juvenile Chairman)
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A review of 2016
ON THE FIELD
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U5-U10
Hurling

2016 seen our young players deliver great performances from U8 up to
U11 in the CCC1 Go-Games schedule of matches and other organised
friendlies where they consistently performed to a very high standard.

U11
Hurling

Played the year in the all-county 3 team group only narrowly losing 1
match all year. Winners of the Camaint Final in their group.

U12
Hurling

Our U12 hurling team were beaten by a single point in the Division 4 title
decider. Promoted to Division 3. Winners of the Division 3 Camaint

U13
Hurling

Finished mid table in Division 1. All matches won or lost by the tightest of
margins

U15
Hurling

Played a year above their age group (U15) in Division 2 due to match fixture clashes. A huge ask. Playing in the same age group in 2017 in Division
2. Performed well, but a tough year for the team.

U5 - U10
Camogie

The club is experiencing huge growth in Camogie over the past few years
with 6 teams entered in this bracket. Players really enjoying it and performing well.

U12
Camogie

This group is made up of U11’s and U12’s and are enjoying the game immensely. In 2017 teams are entered at both U12 and U13 which will make
the matches even more competitive.

U14
Camogie

Runners up in Division 2
Semi-Finalists of both the Féile and the championship.

U16
Camogie

Winners of the U16D Championship

OFF THE FIELD

As previously mentioned there is a lot more that goes on apart from just Hurling and Camogie.
Below is a flavor of some of the other off the field activities we undertook. Roll on 2017 for
more of the same
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Christmas Tree Collection Service
AVOCA Carol singing at Christmas time..
Hosted monthly supervised teenage discos for 4th to 6th classes in the wider community
Ran our ever-successful annual Open Day / Hurlathon packed with games and challenges
Trips out of the county to play matches and attend Dublin inter-county games
Halloween Themed Disco
Ran 2 Child Protection Courses for coaches and mentors
Ran 2 Foundation level hurling courses coaches and mentors
Attended the local 4 Districts Community Day
Presented at the Bank Of Ireland Enterprise Day
Hosted an awards night and Dinner Dance
Ran a KUBE night in conjunction with St Marys GAA
Hosted a juvenile Céilí / ceolchoirm for St. Patrick’s day.
Ran a mental health awareness course for both adults and teenagers
Transition year program where students assisted with Academy training.
Ran an Easter camp
Ran a summer camp with over 200 kids participating
Ran an advanced summer camp for the older kids with Dublin hurlers Shane Durkin and
Ben Quinn in attendance on the coaching front.
Hosted three out of county teams during the summer on their way to Croke Park.
Invited Pudie Butler (A National Development Coach) to partake in mentor training on 4
occasions throught the year.
Issued Hi-Viz gear bahs to all academy players to help keep them seen in the car park on
the dark winter nights on their way in and out of the club.
Engaged in the GAISCE program – The President’s Award is a self-development programme
We also ran a Camogie for teens course where apart from coaching and referee courses
there was training on managing teams and planning a blitz and promotion skills.
Some teams partook in the teen gym on-site on Friday evenings during the winter to keep
active.
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Who’s Who?
The following contacts are official officers of the Executive Committee

Chairman
Vice Chairman

T.B.C.

Secretary

John Morris
085 8597796

Vice Secretary

Michael Errity
087 6772233

Treasurer
Vice Treasurer
P.R.O.
Children’s Officer
Club Registrar
Irish Language Officer
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Dónal Ó Dúlaing
087 6266117

Dick Butler
086 2538253
Deirdre Maher
086 3821560
Deirdre Maher
086 3821560
Deborah Strumble
087 6426040
Olga Hughes
087 2674927
Lorraine NiBhroin
087 6177618

The following contacts are official officers of the Juvenile Committee

Juvenile Chairman

Jon Hughes
087 7611222

Juvenile Secretary

Will Saunderson
086 3053402

Camogie Chairperson

Ann Dixon
086 8565082

Camogie Secretary

Claire Cummins
087 9134435

G.P.O.

Peter Elliott
086 8572569

http://www.commercialshurlingclub.gaa.ie

https://www.facebook.com/commercialshurlingOfficial
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Hurling Teams

Academy

U8 Hurling

U10 Hurling

U12A Hurling

U12B Hurling

Peter Elliott
086 8572569

Dónal Ó Dúlaing
087 6266117

Eamon Walsh
086 6683163

David Strumble
087 7990586

Marc Connahile
086 1963365
Niall Power
087 6861440

John Morris
085 8597796

Garry Sheehy
087 9542448

John Mooney
087 9555077

Jon Hughes
087 7611222
Will Saunderson
086 3053402

Mick O’Driscoll
086 8831112

Marc Connahile
086 1963365

U13 Hurling

David Strumble
087 7990586

U14 Hurling

Dónal Ó Dúlaing
087 6266117

U15 Hurling

John Cullinane
086 8044898

Paul Reid
085 7236005

We always welcome new mentors on board. It is a hugely rewarding experience
to be involved with your children in their team setups. Training will be made
available for all parents interested in taking part. If interested please con-tact
any of the mentors anyone of the mentors at training.
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Camogie Teams

Academy

Peter Elliott
086 8572569

Dónal Ó Dúlaing
087 6266117

U8 Camogie

Colin Pryme
085 7564316

Sonya Smith

U9 Camogie

Colin Pryme
085 7564316

087 6660235

Deborah Strumble
087 6426040

Fiona Sheehy
087 2346639

U10 Camogie

087 6660235
Sonya Smith

Ide Cleary
086 3165444

U11 Camogie

Timmy O’Loughlin
087 6478402

Jennifer Conroy
087 2055750

U12 Camogie

Siobhan Lynch
086 3898844

John O’Dwyer
086 0224402

U13 Camogie

Siobhan Lynch
086 3898844

John O’Dwyer
086 0224402

Jennifer Flood
086 6024599

Martin Clohessy
086 8522872

Emma Caracher
086 3454958

Sarah

U15 Camogie

We always welcome new mentors on board. It is a hugely rewarding experience
to be involved with your children in their team setups. Training will be made
available for all parents interested in taking part. If interested please contact any
of the mentors anyone of the mentors at training.
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Code of good behaviour - PLAYERS
It is important that all the kids have the opportunity to learn the skills of hurling without
interruptions due to bad behaviour by others. We would encourage all parents to explain to the
players the importance of this and the need to behave and listen as they would in school.
Please read through with your child(ren) and ask them to sign their name at the bottom when
they understand the content and give to their mentor at training.
•

I will always respect my club property when both training and attending Matches.

•

I promise to listen to the coaches during training and do as they say.

•

When standing in line I will not mess

•

When the coach is speaking I understand I need to be quiet and listen.

•

I will not use bad language or call my teammates or opponents names.

•

I will tell my coach if someone is bullying or annoying me.

•

I will shake hands with my opponents at the end of every match.

•

I will always support my team mates whether they play well or not.

•

I will never argue with the referee and will always do as they say.

•

I will always try my best at training and matches to make myself a better player.

•

I understand that bad behaviour is not acceptable, just like it is not acceptable in the
school I attend.

•

I will do my best to come to training every week, with the proper gear.

•

I will always inform my coach if I cannot come to training or a match.

Players Signature:

………………………………………………..

Parent / Guardians Signature:

………..………………………………………
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Code of good behaviour - PARENTS
The role that parents and guardians play in a child's sporting development cannot be underestimated. As role models we must lead by example.
Parents and Guardians should at all times ..
•

Adopt a positive attitude to their children’s participation in our games.

•

Respect officials’ decisions and encourage children to do likewise.

•

Do not exert undue pressure on your child.

•

Never criticise your own child or any other child for their standard of play.

•

Be realistic in their expectations.

•

Show approval for effort, not just results.

•

Avoid asking a child or young person, ‘How much did you score today’ or ‘Did you win?”,
Instead ask them ‘Did you enjoy yourself.’

•

Never embarrass a child or use sarcastic remarks towards a player.

•

Applaud good play from all teams.

•

Do not criticise playing performances. Identify how improvements may be made.

•

Do not seek to unfairly affect a game or player.

•

Do not enter the field of play unless specifically invited to do so by an official in charge.

•

If you wish to identify an improvement that a child could make, sandwich the correction
between two positive comments.

During matches encouragement for players is allowed, however instructions on team setups,
field positioning and other match related guidance should only come from the teams mentors.
This is to ensure the players do not get confused with multiple conflicting instructions. Team
mentors can always be identified as they will be wearing a bib.
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Child Welfare & Protection
Commercials Hurling Club is committed to creating and maintaining the safest possible environment for all of our juvenile players. We will take all practicable steps to protect our players from
any form of harm or abuse.
We do this by ..
•

Recognising that all children have the right to be protected from harm.

•

Ensuring that all of our coaches are Garda Vetted regularly as required.

•

Ensuring all of our coaches undertake a Child Welfare and Protection course.

•

Assigning a dedicated Child Welfare and Protection officer.

•

By providing parents, guardians and children with an opportunity to voice any concerns they
may have.

•

Ensure that members, coaches, team mentors, administrators, parents/guardians and supporters, as appropriate, sign up to and adhere to the GAA Code of Behaviour.

•

Assuring that any cases of abuse are confidentially dealt with in accordance with the association's guidelines for dealing with Allegations of such a nature.

•

Ensure that all our coaches and volunteers are
chosen with care and are made aware as to their
responsibility for the wellbeing of children in their
care.

Should you ever have any reason for concern it is
imperative that contact be made with the clubs child
protection officer.

Deborah Strumble
(087) 6426040
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Cardiac Screening - Questionnaire
This questionnaire is NOT to be returned to the club, but has been issued to players/parents
to highlight the issue of cardiac risk in young adults. The questionnaire is a tool that may raise
concerns that an individual or parent may wish to discuss with their family doctor. Note it is
quite easy to answer a Yes to some of these questions and does not necessarily indicate a
cardiac issue.
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Our Referees
Club members can train to become a juvenile referee from the age of 14 yrs of age. Information
is provided by the referee coordinator as each course becomes available. The junior referees play
an important part in our club and we like to see them as positive role models for our younger
club members. We welcome the fact that they are giving their time back to their club and it is
important to remember that these young teenagers are doing their very best each time they
referee a match. At commercials we are very proud that 29 young teenagers have undertaken
the necessary exams and are refereeing matches week in, week out. We congratulate them!
Last year we started a discussion group between our young referees and the coordinators. This
is to facilitate the discussion of issues which they are presented with at recent matches and
gives us an opportunity to advise on how to handle disputes and to pass on any advise or feedback we get in an appropriate manner.
We are keen to promote and cultivate a healthy attitude from all of our juvenile players towards
our referees during matches. We would also ask parents to respect the referees decisions during
matches and encourage their child/children to do likewise. It is unpleasant to see a young
referee being criticised from the side line. We must remember that they are kids also. In 2015
the county board has highlighted unnecessary negative commentary from the side-line as an
ongoing issue. At commercials we have an impeccable record in this regard and one we intend
to maintain.
Perhaps in the near future your child may express an interest in becoming one of our club referees and this should certainly be encouraged. The responsibility that comes with refereeing will
hopefully help and enhance with their personal development during their teenage years.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank all of our club referees, your role in Commercials
is very much appreciated.

Hurling Referee
Coordinator

Karen Daly
087 9978969

Camogie Referee
Coordinator

Daire Winston
086 3899722

Please remember our referees are JUVENILE club members and we
should be mindful of that at all times.
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Club Membership
It is important to note that our club is run by volunteer's who willingly give up their free time
and invest a huge effort into our younger players. The cost of running a club the size of Commercials is significant and our membership fees, which account for about a third of the running
costs, is crucially important to the sustainability of the club.
Membership is due at the start of the calendar year and early payment is encouraged.
Juvenile membership must be paid by the 25th of March at the very latest.
Players who are not fully paid up members are not eligible to play matches or attend training.
Only registered members are covered by insurance.

Please register on-line at

https://www.myclubfinances.com/memberships.asp?LL_ID=530&CLb=1
There is also a bi-monthly payment plan available on-line should members prefer to pay in an
installment basis. We would encourage all members to take out family membership or avail of
our social membership option.
NOTE: All mentors are required to take out club membership and be formally members of the
club. Only members may attend club meetings and exercise a vote.
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2017 Membership Form
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Hows your Irish?
Cúinne na Gaeilge
There is a Ciorcal Cómhrá in Commercials’s Clubhouse every Thursday night from
8.00pm-9.00pm. Everyone is welcome for a cupán tae and a chat regardless of their
level of Irish. Please keep an eye on our Club’s facebook page and our Ciorcal Cómhrá
facebook page for more information.
Here are a few phrases that will be useful around the Clubhouse. Lets use our cúpla
focal!
NATHANNA ÚSÁIDEACHA
Dia duit – Hello
Dia is Muire duit- Hello in return
Conas atá tú? - How are you
Táim iontach / Táim ar fheabhas/ Táim
go maith Buíochas le Dia - I’m great
Thanks be to God.
Tá an aimsir go breá- Great weather
Tá an aimsir go hainnis- Bad weather
Aon scéal ?- Any news?
Go n-éirí leat – Good luck
Mí-ádh – Hard luck
Maith an buachaill - Good man
Maith an cailín - Good girl
Sárchluiche - A great game
Déan do dhícheall - Do your best
Cúl iontach - A great goal
Cúilín den scoth – Fantastic point
Bua iontach – A great win
Féar plé duit – Fair play to you
Na Tráchtálaí abú – Up Commercials.
An club is fearr – The best club.

Iománaíocht – Hurling
Camógaíocht – Camogie
Camán – Hurley
Sliotar – Sliotar
Réiteoir – Referee
Cúl – Goal
Cúilín – Point
Cúlbáire – Goal keeper
Cárta buí/Cárta dearg -Yellow/red card
Poc pionóis – Penalty
Poc saor – Free
Lánchúlaí – Full-back
Leathchúlaí – Half-back
Lár na páirce – Midfield
Leaththosaí - Half-forward
Lántosaí – Full-forward
Comhscór - draw
Chailleamar - We lost
Bhuamar - We won
Imreoir - player
Bainisteoir - Manager
Ionadaí - Sub
Clubtheach – Clubhouse
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Seomra feistis - Dressing room

Hurling Calendar (U8-U12)
Date

U8

U9

U10

U11

U12

Sat 25th Feb

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Na Finna 1 / B: Clontarf 3

Sat 11th Mar

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Faughs 1 / B: Na Finna 3

Sat 25th Mar

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Lucan Sarsfield 1 / B: Cuala 3

Sat 8th Apr

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Whitehall 1 / B: Thomas Davis 2

Sat 22nd Apr

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Kilmacud Crokes 1 / B: Whitehall 2

Sat 6th May

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Thomas Davis 1 / B: Skerries Harps 2

Sat 20th May

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Lucan Sarsfields / B: St Vincents 2

Sat 10th June

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Kilcamud Crokes 2 / B: Maomh Barrog 2

Tues 27th June

Camaint

Wed 28th June

Camaint

Tues 4th July

Camaint

Wed 4th July

Camaint

Tues 11th July

Camaint

Wed 12th July

Camaint

Tues 18th July

Camaint

Wed 19th July

Camaint

Sun 20th Aug

Cam Final

Sat 26th Aug

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Camaint Final

Sat 9th Sept

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: St Judes 1 / B: Round Towers (Lusk)

Sat 23rd Sept

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Naomh Barrog 1 / B: St Brigids 2

Sat 7th Oct

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Kilcamud Crokes 1 / B: Good Counsel

Sat 21st Oct

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

Hurl

A: Naas 1 / B: St Judes 2

Matches

13

13

13

18

17

18

RED indicates home fixtures

Hurling Calendar (U13-U15)
Date

U13

U14

Sat 4th Mar

Thomas Davis

Raheny

Naomh Mearnog

Faughs A

St Sylvesters

Lucan Sarsfields A

Whitehall

Kilmacud Crokes A

Sun 5th Mar
Sat 18th Mar

Na Fianna A

Sun 19th Mar
Sat 1st Apr

Naomh Mearnog

Sun 2nd Apr
Sat 22nd Apr

U15

Naomh Barrog

Sun 23rd Apr

Ballinteer St Johns

Sat 29th April

Feile na nGael

Sun 30th April

Feile na nGael

Thurs 4th May

Faughs

Sat 13th May

Fingallians

Na Fianna A

Sat 27th May

Naomh Olaf A

Ballyboden St Endas A

Sun 28th May

Craobh Chiarain

Sat 17th June

National Feile na nGael

Exam Break

Sun 18th June

National Feile na nGael

Exam Break

Tues 20th June

Cuala A

Thurs 22nd June

Exam Break
Naomh Barrog

Tues 27th June
Sat 1st July

Skerries Harps
O Dwyers A

Tues 4th July

Raheny

Thurs 13th July
Sat 19th Aug

Naomh Olaf
Lucan Sarsfields B

Tues 29th Aug
Thurs 31st Aug

Faughs A
Lucan Sarsfields A

TBC

Clontarf

Thurs 6th Sept
Sat 9th Sept

HL Final
HL 11

Kilmacud Crokes A

HL 12

Na Fianna A

HL 13

Ballyboden St Endas A

HL 14

Naomh Barrog

Sun 10th Sept
Sat 23rd Sept

HCS 1st Round

Sun 24th Sept
Sat 7th Oct

HCS Quarters

Sun 8th Oct
Sat 21st Oct

Exam Break

HCS Semi

Sun 22nd Oct

HCS Final
15

15 - 16

11 - 14
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Camogie Calendar (U13-U15)
Please refer to the Camogie Association wesite at
http://www.dublincamogie.ie
Advance fixtures for the year were not available at the time of printing this year

Fundraising
Fundraising is an integral part of every club and Commercials is no different. Our running cost
per year are approximately €60K. Our membership covers only 18K of this. This leaves a massive shortfall to be raised by other means.
We will publish our fundraising schedule regularly so keep an eye out on our noticeboard for
more details. Please finf our current schedule on the opposite page
We are always looking for help in this regard. Any help no matter how small will be welcomed
with open arms and hugely appreciated.
If you are available to help in any way please contact
Lorraine Ni Bhroin on (087) 6177618 or via email at lnibhroinstmarks@gmail.com
Our calendar of events can be found on the opposite page for 2107.
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Events Calendar
January

Christmas Tree Collection

January

4th - 6th Class Disco

February

4th - 6th Class Disco

March

4th - 6th Class Disco

Friday 21st April

Golf Classic

Monday 10th to Thurs 14th April

Easter Camp

Monday 10th - Thursday 14th April

Easter Camp

May
Sunday 11th June

Hurlathon

TBC

4th - 6th Class Disco

17th -21st July

Summer Cul Camp
Surprise Event for the kids - Watch this space

Saturday 19th August

Commercials hosted U8 blitz

Saturday 2nd September

Casino Night - Poitin Stil

Thursday 7th September

Open day for new members

Friday 29th September

4th - 6th Class Disco

Sunday 1st October

Commercials Red & Green 5K run

Friday 27th October

Halloween Disco

November (Date to be confirmed)

Commercials Hurling Club and St Marys
“The Oscars”

Friday 10th November

4th - 6th Class Disco

Friday 15th December

4th - 6th Class Disco
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Club Shop
We hope to open an on-site club shop later in the year. However in the interim I am delighted
to announce that O’Neills are now providing Commercials Branded team wear which can be
ordered direct from their website. It is also possible to get all clothing embroidered with your
child’s initials. I recommend this as we very often accumulate clothing after matches and its not
always easy to identify the owner !
https://www.oneills.com/shop-by-team/gaa/ireland/commercials.html

One important thing to note however is that the list of items varies according to whats
currently in stock. So if your item is not there, check back again a week later as its highly likely
the items will be back in stock. When items are out of stock the images even disapear from the

Sizing your hurley
All too often we see kids turning up for training with hurls that are too big for them. The importance of playing with the correct size hurley is very significant, especially at juvenile level.
Playing with a hurley that is too large and heavy will
significantly hold back players at this age level and
restrict their ability to learn all of the required skills.
Hurls that are too large and heavy encourage players to
adopt an incorrect grip and swing, this is very difficult to
correct if allowed to progress
If in doubt always round down. It is better to have a
hurley that is a little small than one which is too big.
A good test of size suitability ... children shoud be able
to comfortably write their name in the sky with their
hurley
Always ask your mentor for advice before purchasing. Many hurley manufacturers make
in-between sizes and different weights and
would be more than happy to provide guidance
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Frequently Asked Questions
What are Go-Games?
Small sided, modified rules games which are designed to promote skills development
between the ages of 8 and 12 years old. The idea behind the programme is that every child
gets a Go, hence the name. The rules are modified to introduce the various skills as players
progress through the age divisions. Small sided games allow players more time practicing
the various skills during matches.

When will my child start playing Go Games?
Go Games start at U8 however quite often the older academy players will play friendly
against other clubs and Go Games rules will be adopted.

Are results recorded in matches?
Results are not recorded up to U11. The emphasis is on developing skills and everyone
getting a Go. From U12 upwards results are recorded and teams compete in leagues.

Why do the rules change every year?
As players progress through the age divisions rules both rules and equipment will change
every year to promote development. Rules for each age can be found in the back of this
information booklet

What are the training times?
Training times may change between the winter and summer months to facilitate team
access to the indoor hall. Training times will be posted on the club noticeboard. The clubs
training nights are predominantly Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Are the Academy training times fixed?
November - March
April - October

U6’s

U7’s

Tuesday 5-6 PM

Tuesday 6-7 PM

Tuesday 6-7 PM
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Frequently Asked Questions
I don’t receive texts, who should I contact?
Please contact the mentor of your team using the numbers contained in this booklet

Are hurls and Helmets provided?
All equipment is provided for kids in the Academy, however we do encourage players to purchase their own hurl and helmet once they have decided to continue with the sport.

What is streaming?
Streaming refers to the allocation of players into groups of matching ability. It normally begins
at U9 in hurling and U11 in Camogie. In practice however proper streaming is usually adapted at
U10 in hurling.
Streaming is a county board directive which all clubs are obliged to adhere too. After much
research it is believed that players get more involved in matches when surrounded by players of
equal ability. Quite often an overly strong player can dominate a match and peers tend to step
back. Streaming helps to avoid this situation and promotes equal participation between all thus
increasing player confidence and time on the ball.

I understand streaming but want my son/daughter to play on a higher
team.
It is important that as parents we don’t measure or son / daughters progress by what team they
play on, but by how much they are enjoying the sport and actively partaking in training and
matches. Player development is a long road and what team they play on in their early years is
irrelevant. Players also develop at different ages and different rates.

Are streaming groups regularly evaluated?
Mentors compare notes after every match and players may regularly be moved around according
to their ability and form at any particular point in time.
It is important to note that young players will go through phases of progressing, standstill and
quite often may even take a step backwards every now and again. This is all a very normal part
of a child’s development in any sport. The most important thing is that they are enjoying the
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sport and actively partaking. The rest will come in time!

Frequently Asked Questions
My child is being asked to play on multiple teams, is this OK?
A players first responsibility is always to the team of their correct age. That said we are a small
club and it is inevitable that teams will need support from time to time. As mentors we would
encourage parents to inform mentors of their main team when playing up. This aids us in managing the amount of physical activity they undertake.
It is perfectly OK for players to play above their age grade as long as they are happy to do so
and are not at risk of injury due to physical size. A year is a long time in a young players physical
development and we need to be conscious of this when allowing our young kids to play up a
grade. We also need to be careful of the amount of physical activity our kids undertake and be
mindful that we don’t burn them out.
However if you feel your child is doing too much or just not enjoying playing at an age division above their grade it is also perfectly fine to opt out. Mentors will always understand that
parents are the only ones with complete visibility of a child’s weekly activities.

Will hurling fixtures clash with Gaelic Football fixtures?
All juvenile match schedules are organised by the county board so that matches from both
codes will not clash. Hurling and Gaelic football matches are run on alternative weekends.
Thus hurling matches are played every second week. It is quite normal for most players to play
both codes. Commercials and St. Marys also organise our training sessions to ensure no clashes
prevent a player from partaking in both sports as far as is practically possible.

When do players start picking up the ball?
Ground hurling only is played from academy up to and including U8. Lifting the ball is introduced at U9 and becomes a normal part of the game from U10 upwards.

When does Commercials take training breaks?
The hurling year starts at the end of January and continues until the end of November. The
months of July and August are rest months up to and including U10. Please see the section on
match schedules for more information on playing times during the year.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What is the Camaint?
The Camaint is a group of 4 nights of hurling matches run in a blitz format during the month of
July on Tuesday or Wednesday evenings for U12 and U13 players. It is a great period of hurling
on warm summer evenings. Half of the game is ground hurling only.

I hear about the Féile regularly, what is it?
The féile is an annual festival of hurling, Camogie & Football. Players eligible to play U14 compete. The focus of the event is to promote personal, social and cultural development and forge
friendships between players and clubs. The venue moves around every year with every team
from the host county normally invited. Other counties usually hold local féiles with the winners
representing the county at national level. It is a major event on the U14 calendar.

Are there any plans for Parent / Mentor meetings?
Yes in the first week of March Mentors will be asking all parents to attend their child’s training
session where a meeting will be held in the last 20 minutes of training. During this meeting
relevant team information will be provided for the year ahead.

How can I get involved in the club?
Anyone wishing to get involved with our club will be welcomed with open arms! It is hugely
rewarding and is a great way to make a lot of new friends.
Firstly it is important to stress that involvement can be as little or as much as you wish it to be.
Getting involved can range from helping with a team, joining a fundraising committee, perhaps
helping out in the shop or even promotional and behind the scenes assistance.
If you wish to get involved please in any capacity no matter how small please contact can be
made by the following means.
Email (juvenile secretary) at secretarybng.commercialshurling.dublin@gaa.ie
Text any of the contacts on the team lists section if you wish to help with a team.
Leave a name and number on the “Getting Involved” list in our indoor or outdoor shop
Or just approach any mentor who will be delighted to put you in touch with the right
26 person.
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Links & Online resources
Commercials On-Line Membership
https://www.myclubfinances.com/memberships.asp?LL_ID=530&CLb=1
Match Fixtures
http://www.dublingaa.ie/juvenile/weekly-fixtures
Coaching & Development—Skills Cards
http://www.gaa.ie/coaching-and-games-development/resources-and-publications/
Juvenile Rules for CCC1 and CCC2
http://www.dublingaa.ie/juvenile/regulations
Dublin GAA (News, Results, Fixtures, Tables and Coaching)
http://www.dublingaa.ie
Child Welfare & Protection
http://www.gaa.ie/clubzone/child-welfare-and-protection/
GAA Respect Initiative
http://www.gaa.ie/youth-zone/gaa-respect-initiative/
GAA Hurling
http://www.gaa.ie/hurling/
Commercials Facebook Page
http://www.gaa.ie/hurling/
Leinster GAA
http://leinstergaa.ie
Camogie Association
http://www.camogie.ie
Hill 16 IOS App - great for finding pitch locations
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Subs
Subs refer to payments of €2 which will be collected by the mentors of playing teams at
matches. All monies collected go towards the fee for the referees for the matches. Any remaining money is used to purchase sliotars. Every team submits an account to the executive to the
committee end of the year.
Normally these are paid at each match, however last year one team successfully trialled a
once-off up-front payment of subs for the year. It proved to be very beneficial to the team as it
allowed mentors to focus on preparation of the team for the match and negated the need for
mentors to “make up the difference” which is a common occurrence.
A once of fee of €30 will cover all matches and any friendly games.

Practicing at home
While we endeavor to make the very most of each of our training sessions through well thought
out and planned sessions, the fact is that we only have 1-2 hours max a week with the players.
We would strongly encourage all parents to promote a healthy attitude towards practicing at
home. There are many drills and skills that can be practiced at home on your own or even better
if a pal lives near by. To help aid this process we have included some basic skill cards which
introduce some of the important skills. These can be found on the following pages.
Remember skills proficiency is all about maximising the number of ball touches and practice
through repetition makes perfect. It is said that on average approximately 350 repetitions of a
skill is the number at which proficiency can be start to be demonstrated.
Hurling is one of the most skillful games in the world and as such practice at home is an essential part of a young players development.
Remember our mentors are always at hand to help in any way.

Keep up that practicing!!
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Club Coffee Shops
Just a quick note in relation to our club coffee
shops. We have two locations as follows.

Upstairs in the clubhouse.
This location is normally utilised during the
winter months and features a live video feed of
the training session below and satellite TV. There
is also a large viewing windows to the hall below
and comfortable seating in a heated setting.
Outside on the Academy Pitch.
This location is used mainly during the fine weather. It is a great location to sit outside also as it
is located in a wind sheltered sun trap and a great location to lay out a matt or sit on the chairs
provided during the fine weather days.
Funds Collected
All of the proceeds of both the club shops go towards providing equipment and support for our
juvenile teams. It is an essential asset to the juvenile section and has funded in 2016 equipment for the juvenile section, mentor training, and all promotional materials and shop stock.
Without the proceeds of the shop we would find it hard to do what we do and we appeal for
help in running the shop on academy evenings and match days. If we got enough volunteers we
would only need an hour or two a month to help out. If you can find the time to cover the shop
during you child’s training perhaps please let us know.
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correct size and weight for the player.

determine whether the Hurley is the

These activities allow the coach to

The Ready Position: Feet
shoulder width apart. Dominant
hand at the top of the handle,
non-dominant down the
handle.

Holding the Hurley with the non-dominant hand on top
Holding the Hurley with the toe facing inwards
Not locking the hands

The Lock Position: Slide
the non-dominant hand up
the handle to lock with the
dominant hand.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

The stronger or dominant hand
grips the Hurley at the top of
the handle.

GRIP AND SWING

The lifting position: toe of
the Hurley facing away from
the body on the dominant
side. Bend the knees and hips;
thumbs facing the bas of the
Hurley.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

DRIBBLE
Dribbling is a Hurling technique used
to move the sliotar along the ground
in order to avoid opponents or to place
the ball in a better position for striking.
It may be performed with one hand on
the Hurley but using two hands will
provide more control.

Bend the hips and knees, place
the heel of the Hurley on the
ground.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Non-dominant hand, placed
down the handle of the Hurley.

Use alternate sides of the bas
on every second stroke

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Locking the Hands
The bas of the Hurley striking over the top of
the sliotar
Pushing the sliotar too far in front

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

I NTRODUCE the skill

Progress to one hand.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique
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sliotar into the hand.

the sliotar to strike without taking the

stationary. Can also be used to raise

Generally used when the player is

sliotar from the ground into the hand.

The Roll Lift is used to raise the

ROLL LIFT
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Place the non-dominant foot
beside the sliotar. Bend the
hips and knees bringing the
head over the ball.

Roll the sliotar towards the
body and slide the toe of the
Hurley underneath to lift it.

Holding the Hurley with the toe facing inwards
Holding the Hurley at too great an angle

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Toe of the Hurley should be
pointed away from the body.
Thumbs point towards the bas.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Release the non-dominant
hand from the Hurley in a
cupped position. Allow the ball
to fall into it.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

JAB LIFT
The Jab Lift is used to raise the sliotar
from the ground into the hand.
Normally used when the player is on
the run. Can also be used to raise the
sliotar to strike without taking into the
hand.

Adopt the Lifting Position. Eyes
on the sliotar.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Toe of the Hurley pointing away
from the body on the dominant
side. Thumbs pointing towards
bas.

Slide the Hurley under the
sliotar to lift it.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Holding the Hurley with the toe facing inwards
Holding the Hurley at too great an angle
Catching the sliotar in the dominant hand

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

Release the non-dominant
hand into a cupped position to
catch the sliotar.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique
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an early age.

dominant and non-dominant side from

are encouraged to strike from the

Hurling. It is important that players

of the most important techniques in

Striking the ball on the ground is one

Slide the non-dominant hand
into the lock position. Bend the
elbows to raise the Hurley.

Feet too close together
Not standing close enough to the sliotar
Lifting the head to follow the sliotar

Swing the Hurley down. Strike
the sliotar flat on with the bas.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Adopt the Ready Position. Feet
shoulder width apart.

GROUND STRIKE

Keep the head down. Follow
through in the direction of the
strike.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

Step forward with the lead
foot and swing the Hurley
downward. Strike the sliotar at
knee height.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

STRIKING FROM THE HAND
Striking from the Hand is the most
common method of passing the sliotar
or shooting for a score in Hurling.
It is important that players are taught
to strike from the dominant and nondominant side from an early age.

Toss the sliotar from the
cupped hand to shoulder
height. Keep eyes on the
sliotar.

Slide the non-dominant hand
into the Lock Position, bending
the elbows to raise the Hurley.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COMMON ERRORS
Missing the ball completely
Placing the non-dominant hand above the dominant
hand on the Hurley
Tossing the sliotar too high or too far in front

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

Transfer the body weight to the
non-dominant leg as the swing
is completed.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EMONSTRATE the technique
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of the hand.

striking it with the palm and fingers

sliotar over shorter distances by

The Hand Pass is used to pass the

HAND PASS

Hold the Hurley in the
dominant hand with the sliotar
in the non-dominant hand.

Tossing the sliotar too high
Swinging the non-dominant hand back too far
Striking the sliotar with the palm of the hand

Follow through to pass the
sliotar to the receiver.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

Swing back the non-dominant
arm; strike the sliotar in the
direction of the receiver. Point
of impact is where fingers meet
palm of the hand.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Toss the sliotar to shoulder
height; step towards the
receiver with the dominant
foot.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

FRONTAL BLOCK
The Frontal Block, or Frontal Air Block,
is a tackling technique used to block an
opponent attempting to strike the sliotar
from the hand, or double in the air.

As the opponent throws the
sliotar up, bend into the tackle
as if lunging. Reach forward
sliding the non-dominant hand
towards the dominant hand.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Both thumbs face the bas
of the Hurley; the toe of the
bas faces away towards the
dominant side.

As the opponent strikes, block
down firmly on the sliotar and
their Hurley.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Not stepping into the tackle
Waiting for the opponents Hurley to strike the
blocking Hurley
Dropping the Hurley below the striking Hurley

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

I NTRODUCE the skill

The block can be performed
with one hand; stride forward
with the dominant leg to
increase reach.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique
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opponent.

the swing of the Hurley from behind the

hand. It involves hooking or deflecting

the ball on the ground or from the

to prevent an opponent from striking

The Hook is a tackling technique used

HOOK

Hold the Hurley in the
dominant hand. Extend the
arm while striding forward.

Flick the wrist as the
opponents Hurley is deflected.

Attempting the hook from the front
Not striding into the tackle and extending the arm
Not following up on the sliotar after completing the
hook

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Extend the Hurley into the path
of an opponents swing. The
Hurley may be held with the toe
pointing upwards or flat.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Move in quickly to gain
possession.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

OVERHEAD CATCH
The Overhead Catch is used to
gain possession when the sliotar
is approaching above head height.
Requires excellent hand eye
coordination.

Move towards the sliotar. Eyes
on the sliotar.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

Release the non-dominant
hand and extend it above the
head.

Raise the Hurley above the
head to protect the catching
hand.

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Moving too quickly underneath the sliotar
Grabbing at the sliotar
Failing to protect the catching hand

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

I NTRODUCE the skill

Relax the hand on impact,
catching the sliotar with the
fingers.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique
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came from.

play it back in the direction that it

the sliotar from passing through and

by defenders and midfielders to prevent

Batting a Ball Overhead is used mostly

Both thumbs should be facing
the bas of the Hurley; the toe
should be facing away from the
body on the dominant side.

Moving too quickly underneath the sliotar
Holding the Hurley with the toe pointed inwards
Attempting to bat the sliotar too far

LOOK OUT FOR THESE COmmON ERRORS

Position the Hurley above the
head; slide the non-dominant
hand to meet the dominant
hand at the top of the handle.

Swing the Hurley forward to bat
the sliotar with the bas.
If necessary, jump to meet the
sliotar at its highest point.

A TTEND and provide feedback

E XECUTE the activity

D EmONSTRATE the technique

I NTRODUCE the skill

To Coach this Skill
use the IDEA method

Keeping eyes on the sliotar, tilt
the Hurley back as the sliotar
approaches.

KEY TEACHING POINTS

BATTING A BALL OVERHEAD

Under 8 Hurling
Aim
To develop the basic technical skills (grip, ground strike and stop) in a controlled competitive environment















Player who is fouled to take the free.

All frees to be taken from the ground directly opposite the
goals.

The goalkeeper is permitted to catch or lift the sliotar into
the hand, take four steps and strike it from the hand but is
not permitted to solo run with the sliotar on the hurley

Outfield players to play the sliotar on the ground at all times.

At puck outs, the player gets a second chance if he misses
first time

Puck out from hand after a wide. Goalkeeper allowed to
come out 10m to do this

Throw in at centre after score

Play commences with a throw in the centre.







At least 2 games per occasion.

10 minutes per half.

20 minute Game.

Time Duration



Playing Rules



Players are not permitted to kick the sliotar but if the ball
strikes the foot or leg of a player this does not constitute a
free.

3 points when the sliotar is played over the crossbar







2 Zones

Teams are to be non streamed.

All players to wear a helmet with full
facial protection.

1 goalkeeper, 2 defenders, 2
midfielders, 2 attackers

45m X 30m



Players must remain in the zone to
which they are assigned with the
exception of midfielders.

7 v 7 inc.goalkeepers



All players rotate positions after
each half







Playing the Game



When a team plays the ball over its own end line,
opponents are awarded a free puck from the ground from
the 20mt line directly opposite the goal. (A 65 ).



1 points when the sliotar is played under the crossbar.

Scoring System


Dublin GAA Go-Games Rules – Valid from 2010

Well-secured portable goal posts
(10’ X 6’ or 3M X 1.8M)

Equipment



30m

Recommended Playing Area

Quick Touch Sliotars. (First Touch
allowed by mutual agreement)

45m
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Goalkeeper to advance 10m for puck out after score or
wide.
Opposing players to be at least 10m away from the player
taking free puck, sideline puck or puck out.
Players are allowed ONE kick of the ball on the ground, but
no score can be kicked

1 points when the sliotar is played under the crossbar.

Skill Point for Overhead Catch (Ball must be struck from hurley
for a minimum of 10m )





Scoring System

3 point when the sliotar is played over the crossbar.







hand) 32m out from where the ball crossed the line.













1 goalkeeper, 3 defenders,
2 midfielders, 3 attackers
All players to wear a helmet
with full facial protection.
Teams are to be streamed
according to ability.
2 Zones
Players must remain in the
zone to which they are
assigned with the exception
of midfielders.
All players rotate positions
after each half









(65-70m) X (40-45m)



Playing the Game
9v9



65 -70m

40 – 45m

Recommended Playing Area

Three Quick Touch (Size 2)
sliotars - one placed behind
each goal and one in play

Time Duration
40 minute games
20 minutes per half.
1 game per occasion.



Play to commence with a throw in from the centre.
Side-to-Side charge is permitted.
Start the games with ground hurling. The second ten
minutes in each half players may lift the ball into the hand.
Hand passing is allowed at this time.
Solo running with the sliotar on the hurley is not permitted.
Goalkeeper to restart play after a score or wide with a puckout
The goalkeeper is permitted to catch or lift the sliotar into
the hand with the hurley and take 4 steps before striking it
Free pucks to be taken off the ground (1st 10mins) and from
the hand (2nd 10mins) from where the foul occurred.
Player who is fouled to take the free
‘65’s’ are awarded. All are taken as a free puck (from the









Jerseys



Playing Rules

Equipment
Well-secured portable goal
posts (10’ X 6’ or 3M X 1.8M)



Dublin GAA Go-Games Rules – Valid from 2010

Aim

Under 9 Hurling

To consolidate the basic technical skills developed at age 7/8 level (grip, ground strike and stop) in an
environment where players are also encouraged to strike from the hand and develop tactical awareness/prowess
i.e. decide on the best option in terms of making use of and/or creating time and space
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Under 10 Hurling
Aim

1 points when the sliotar is played under the crossbar.

3 points when the sliotar is played over the crossbar.





1 game per occasion.

20 minutes per half.

40 minute games

Time Duration











Teams are to be streamed
according to their ability.

All players to wear a helmet
with full facial protection.

1 goalkeeper, 3 defenders, 2
midfielders, 3 attackers

(65-70m) X (40-45m)

9v9

Playing the Game



Dublin GAA Go-Games Rules – Valid from 2010





Three Quick Touch (Size 2)
sliotars.

Jerseys

Well-secured portable goal
posts (15’ x 7’ or 4.5m x
2.2m)

Equipment



40 - 45m

Recommended Playing Area

65 – 70m

To consolidate the basic technical skills developed at age 7/8 level (grip, ground strike and stop) in an
environment where players are also encouraged to strike from the hand and develop tactical
awareness/prowess i.e. decide on the best option in terms of making use of and/or creating time and space











Playing Rules
Play to commence with a throw in at the centre.
A Player may lift the ball from the start.
A player can take four steps, tap or bounce the sliotar on
the hurl & take another four steps before playing it away.
Solo running with the sliotar on the hurley is not permitted.
Goalkeeper to restart play after a score or wide with a
puck-out.
All free pucks shall be lift and strike from where the foul
occurred.
Player who is fouled to take the free
65’s’ are awarded. These will be taken as a free puck (lift
& strike) 32m out from where the ball crossed the line.
Goalkeeper to advance 10m for puck out after score or
wide.
Players permitted ONE kick of sliotar on the ground, but
no score can be kicked







Skill Point is the Hook (which limits/prevents full strike of
ball)

Scoring System
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Aim

Under 11 Hurling

Players are permitted to lift the sliotar into the hand
and strike from the start

A player on taking possession can take 4 steps, a max
of 8 steps Solo running , followed by 4 steps to play
away ( 16 steps maximum from taking possession to
striking the sliotar).

‘65’s’ are awarded. These will be taken from 50m out
in line with where the ball went out of play.

All free pucks and 65’sshall be lift and strike.

Players permitted ONE kick of sliotar on the ground,
but no score can be kicked

No frees closer than 20m from the goals. (no
Penalties)

A “square ball” will not be called by referees at this
age.
Scoring System

1 point when the sliotar is played over the crossbar.

3 points when the sliotar is played under the crossbar.

No skill points.
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Play to commence with a throw in at the centre.



Playing Rules

25 minutes per half.
1 game per occasion.




All players to wear a
helmet with full facial
protection.



Teams are to be streamed
according to ability.

(90-100m) x (40-50m) or
20m line to 20m line





11 v 11(max), 9 v 9 (min)



Playing the Game

50 minutes.



Time Duration

To allow players perform the underlying technical skills accurately and consistently in an open
competitive environment and assist with the development of team play i.e. where players
anticipate who should go where in order to maximise/minimise scores/scoring opportunities
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90-100m

40 -50m

Recommended Playing Area

Numbered Jerseys to be worn

Three Smart Touch (Size 3)
sliotars to be used.




Well secured portable goal
posts (15’ X 7’ or 4.5M X 2.2M)



Equipment

Dublin GAA Go-Games Rules – Valid from 2010

Under 12 Hurling
Aim: To allow players perform the underlying technical skills accurately and consistently in an open
competitive environment and assist with the development of team play i.e. where players
anticipate who should go where in order to maximise/minimise scores/scoring opportunities


Players permitted ONE kick of sliotar on the ground, but
no score can be kicked

Play to commence with a throw in at the centre.

13 v13 (max), 11v 11 (min)

Time Duration



All frees / 65`s to be taken by lifting and striking the ball.


(90-100m) x (40-50m) or
20m line to 20m line

Playing Rules



‘65’s’ are awarded. These will be taken from 50m out in
line with where the ball went out of play.





Teams are to be graded
according to divisional
capability.

Playing the Game

50 minutes.



If a free is conceded via an aggressive foul within 13m
from the goal a penalty is awarded.







No frees closer than 20m from the goals. (inc Penalties)

All players to wear a
helmet with full facial
protection.

25 minutes per half.


Square Ball will apply

1 point when the sliotar is played over the crossbar.







3 points when the sliotar is played under the crossbar.

Scoring System
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Dublin GAA Go-Games Rules – Valid from 2010



Three Smart Touch (Size 3)
sliotars to be used.

Well secured portable goal
posts (15’ X 7’ or 4.5M X
2.2M)

Equipment



Numbered Jerseys to be worn.

90-100m

40 - 50m

Recommended Playing Area
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Rules (U13-U16)
Please refer to the Dublin GAA website for rules relating to all CCC2 leagues, Championships
and tournaments.
http://www.dublingaa.ie/juvenile/regulations

Rules (U13-U16)
Please refer to the Camogie website for rules relating to camogie games from U13 to U16
http://www.dublincamogie.ie/Playing_Rules/Default.149.html
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Camogie U8 Rules
Teams: 		
All games should be a maximum of 8-a-side.
		A club/school/community team with 10 or more players should make two or
		
more teams to play in games, where possible.
		
Coach/mentor encouraged to rotate positions at half-time.
Pitch Dimensions 45m x 30m - Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
Zones:		
		
Duration:

2 Zones - Pitch split with cones across at halfway.. Players must remain 		
within the zone to which they are assigned
Minimum 6 min to maximum 12 min per half.

Equipment:
		
		
		

Goalposts Well secured goalposts; Minimum 8ft x 6ft to maximum 15ft x 7 ft.
Sliotar Size 1 First Touch
Full camogie gear to be worn for all matches (jersey/skorts or skirts /socks/		
helmet)

Outfield Play:
All on the ground. No kicking the ball.
		
Commence With Puck Out from hand or ground or throw in.
		
After a score ball is thrown in from half way line
		
All other players must stand 10m away from player taking
		Shoulder charging not permitted
		
No kicking the ball
Goalkeeper:
Catch, Lift into the hand and strike or Ground Strike at all times and may use
		
leg to block/save.
		No hop/solo.
Frees: 		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; Player who last strikes the ball on attacking team takes from halfway 		
line, in line where ball crosses end line.
All taken from the ground
Referee chooses player nearest/last struck to take free.
All opposing players should be at least 8m from player taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 10m from opposing end line.

Scoring: 		

1point for over crossbar and 1point for goal.
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Camogie U9-U10 Rules
Teams: 		
All games should be a maximum of 10-a-side.
		A club/school/community team with 14 or more players should make two or
		
more teams to play in games, where possible.
		
Coach/mentor encouraged to rotate positions at half-time.
Pitch Dimensions 65m x 40m - Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
Zones:		
		

2 Zones - Pitch split with cones across at halfway.. Players must remain 		
within the zone to which they are assigned

Duration:

Minimum 8 min to maximum 16 min per half.

Equipment:
		
		
		

Goalposts Well secured goalposts; Minimum 8ft x 6ft to maximum 15ft x 7 ft.
Sliotar Size 2 Quick Touch
Full camogie gear to be worn for all matches (jersey/skorts or skirts /socks/		
helmet)

Outfield Play:
Normal rules except One hop of ball only on hurley is permitted
		
Catch, Lift into the hand and strike or ground strike at all times.
		
After a score ball is thrown in from half way line.
		
All other players must stand 10m away from player taking.
		Shoulder charging not permitted.
		
No kicking of the ball.
Goalkeeper:
Catch, Lift into the hand and strike or Ground Strike at all times and may use
		
leg to block/save.
		No hop/solo.
Frees: 		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line, taken from the ground		
‘45’s’; Player who last strikes the ball on attacking team takes from halfway 		
line, in line where ball crosses end line.
Referee chooses player nearest/last struck to take free.
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 20m from opposing end line.

Scoring: 		
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2 points for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.
No rectangle rules apply

		

Camogie U11-U12 Rules
Teams: 		
All games should be a maximum of 12-a-side, 13 for panels of 16 or more
		
		
Coach/mentor encouraged to rotate positions at half-time.
Pitch Dimensions Maximum length of 105M (20m to 20M line)
Duration:

Minimum 10 min to maximum 20-25 min per half.

Equipment:
		
		
		

Goalposts Well secured goalposts; Minimum 8ft x 6ft to maximum 15ft x 7 ft.
Sliotar Size 3 Smart Touch
Full camogie gear to be worn for all matches (jersey/skorts or skirts /socks/		
helmet)

Outfield Play:
Normal rules except One hop of ball only on hurley is permitted
		
Catch, Lift into the hand and strike or ground strike at all times.
		
After a score ball is thrown in from half way line.
		
All other players must stand 10m away from player taking.
		Shoulder charging not permitted.
		
Ball may be kicked once but not in succession
Goalkeeper:
Catch, Lift into the hand and strike or Ground Strike at all times and may use
		
leg to block/save.
		No hop/solo.
Frees: 		
		
		
		
		
		

Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes, taken from the ground		
‘45’s’; Player who last strikes the ball on attacking team takes from halfway 		
line, in line where ball crosses end line.
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 20m from opposing end line.

Scoring: 		
		

1 point for over crossbar and 3 points for goal.
No rectangle rules apply
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Notes
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Notes
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Juvenile Hurling Club of the Year 2016
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